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Chair:  Angela Wartel 

Attendee
s: 

Bob Daugherty, Angela Wartel, Jeremy Blades, Tamara Harmon, Tami Moore, Jordan Spencer, 
Jennifer Otto, Amy Jenott  

Not 
Present: Lisa Steele 

 
Committee Members:  
Region 1-Bob Daugherty 
Region 2-Angela Wartel 
Region 3-Jeremy Blades 
Region 4- Tamara Harmon 
Region 5-Tami Moore 
Region 6- Jordan Spencer 
HMIS Support Staff-Jennifer Otto, Amy Jenott 
IHFA Lisa Steele 
Boise CoC – VACANT 
 
NEW ITEMS: 

1. Angela Wartel opened the floor to review & finalize May minutes. 

 First Motion: Tami Moore 

 Second Motion: Jeremy Blades 

 None opposed, May meeting minutes approved. 
2. Amy Jenott presented slides for a Data Strategy request, asked for the committee to review pertinent 

documents. Relayed that all documents and slides will be supplied to Angela for her to supply to 
committee members. 

o Angela relayed some coalitions do not meet monthly- proposed approaching again in 
August to talk with the regional coalitions so that people have time review. 

o Jennifer Otto asked the committee if we want to work a Data Initiative going forward. As 
we talk about the commitees goals, do we want to work on the initiative? She clarified 
that we can look at other projects too. We don’t have to take this on.  Jennifer relayed 
that it might be helpful that the regional colatitions know what this committee does- to 
start making connections to help with the regional goals that we will be bringing back and 
talking about thru the year. 

o Angela opened the floor to the committee for feedback- 
 Jeremy Blades asked for clarification. Jennifer relayed- the committee should 

have projects, this was just an idea of a project- HUD wants CoCs to analyze the 
data in the Coc. Jennifer mentioned the eviction data project and how that may 
not have panned out- we are wanting to see that the committee has value to the 
regions. 

 Tami Moore relayed she understood what Jennifer was saying. Relayed that we 
review the paper work , reopen the discussion, we’re already trying to find out 
with the homeless coalitions- what data would help us for the future. Tami would 
want to go over the the documents again to see what to make it a project. 

 Jennifer relayed that the documents are what we do now- we wanted to make 
sure everyone was aware now with what we’re doing. 



 Jordan Spencer- she relayed she is in the same boat as Tami Moore, she 
mentioned she does not have a full understaning of what DCRE does. 

 Angela asked if we tabled it, and that she will put it on the agenda for next 
month.  

 
3. Inactivating ShelterPoint 

o Jennifer relayed that we had an update for HMIS- the vendor is replacing a module called 
Shelterpoint. Those of you who have ES or PSH use this module in HMIS. It doesn’t have anything 
to do with reporting. The project Entry/Exit is used for reporting. Shelterpoint was really to see 
how many people were in beds. The vendor has substantially changed the module and updated it 
a lot due to people that have big shelters and the Coordinated Entry assigns and puts people into 
beds. Jennifer relayed that there are a lot of bells and whistles, much more difficult to use. We 
sent out a survey for those who use Shelterpoint for feedback, most people that used 
Shelterpoint were just doing it due to the workflow. If we got rid of Shelterpoint, we would use 
services. This is the same as RRH, so that would make all our projects across the board where we 
used services for everybody.  

 Jennifer relayed that the sample report was attached to Angela’s email- it is a prototype 
of the report, it won’t look exactly like that. This report could be used for RRH- the 
bednights are based off move in dates. We can pull the data from Entry/Exit- eliminating 
extra data entry. The report could show demographics and check their move in dates. 
Jenn relayed that she added a column that said YES/NO if a client was housed. Move in 
dates have to be on or after the entry date.  

 Jennifer relayed that as a data committee we wanted to make everyone aware that that 
module is leaving. We will work with the agencies on training for services. The report will 
go out to everyone since ES/PSH/RRH projects can all use it. 

 Jennifer clarified that bednights are how many nights people have been housed, which 
people use to add into their own community reports or use in grant applications.  

 Jennifer relayed that July 1st Shelterpoint is going away, and that this committee did not 
need to vote. Bob Daughtery confirmed end date. 

 Jennifer relayed that the HMIS team will be moving all the clients from Shelterpoint so 
that the agencys don’t have to do that. 

 Bob Daughtery relayed a question on move in dates- some times our people have moved 
in before they have even been funded. So he has two different dates. There’s a delay in 
funding and the agreement with landlods.  

 Jennifer asked- when they do start working with them they are housed? Bob said 
they already are moved in by the time he gets the paperwork. Jennifer relayed 
you can back date. The move in date can be the same date as entry. The move in 
date just can’t be before the entry/exit. Jennifer said she can talk to Bob offline 
since it’s more of a project question rather than a committee question. 

 Angela opened the floor for any other questions regarding Inactivating Shelterpoint. 
 

4. Regional Updates:  

 R1, Bob Daughtery: Bob relayed they are visiting with outreach specialist. Stand down 
scheduled June 25, first one that he has heard about this year. People in our Perm 
solution housing- housing first program are being evicited. The landlords have been 
modifying the rental agreements and kicking them out. Homeless colition is sparsley 
attended- it’s a teleconference still. The help center policy is if you’re vaccinated they 
don’t have to wear a mask. 

 R2, Angela Wartel: Angela relayed they were going to meet end of May, but it was 
cancelled. Trying again for the end of this month. They meet every 3 months. 

 R3, Jeremy Blades: Jeremy relayed that the coalition met yesterday. Working on network 
improvements. Had discussion about Covid funds and how they are working. Also had a 



disuccsion about the EHVS. Had discussion about including more people in the region. 
Coalition really only has people from Canyon county engaged. Made a goal on how to get 
people outside of the county engaged. Working on safe parking- there are a lot of people 
living in vehicles. Quite a few people working with landlords, our vacancy rates are so low. 
Started meeting with Nampa city council members about more affordable housing more 
workforce housing. 250 apartment project got denied again. The goal is to get help from 
elected officials. Have a website for R3.  

 R4, Tamara Harmon: Tamara relayed that she missed last coalition meeting. Is in the 
process of changing of leadership. Randy Wastradowski with SCCAP will be stepping up in 
the presidency postion. The coalition is still looking at short and long term goals. 
Networking and coordinating care.  

 R5, Tami Moore: Tami relayed they still have not had the regional coalition meeting- they 
meet quarterly again in July. We have a brand new family complex that just got sold and 
everyone has to be out at the end of the month. Tami said they are seeing the same 
things as Bob- leases are getting changed and people are being evicted. 

 R6, Jordan Spencer: Jordan relayed the colaition met last week. Don’t have a lot to report, 
low on vacancies and high on people. It’s been crazy they have really picked up in the last 
coulpe weeks for homelessness. More than the winter. 

 

 Angela opend the floor for any other updates, hearing none closed the meeting. 
 

FOLLOW-UP ITEMS:  

 Committee to review documents. 
 

POINTS OF INFORMATION: 
1. Next Conference Call: July 8, 2021 

 
 

Meeting adjourned, 10:54AM/MST 
 

 
 


